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Smart, stylish and designed with family living in mind, this lovely four-bedroom residence sits at the end of a quiet

cul-de-sac surrounded by other quality homes, offering a peaceful outlook over gorgeous green surrounds.Accentuated

by bright neutrals and plantation shutters, the home expands over two well-planned levels, which feel modern and inviting

throughout. At the front of the home, a flexi family room opens out onto a pretty front deck, while spacious open-plan

living connects seamlessly with another delightful alfresco to the rear. Here you enjoy more of those verdant views,

alongside access to the impressively generous yard. Sure to be a hit with the kids, the grassy yard could also easily

accommodate a pool (STCA). With one bedroom downstairs and the other three upstairs, the layout impresses further

with its versatility, while continuing its appeal with a sleek ensuite and main bathroom, plus a third WC handy to the living

space.Positioned within easy reach of schools and the local swimming pool, the property is also less than five minutes'

drive from Cameron Park Plaza, Harrigan's and Pasterfield Sports Complex. With further convenience found in nearby

Edgeworth and Stockland Glendale, it's also super easy to get around thanks to the property's proximity to the A15, M1

and Hunter Expressway.- Modern family home set on generous, fully fenced parcel in quiet setting- Family room and front

deck joined by large open-plan and rear alfresco, framed by verdant backdrop- Tastefully appointed kitchen boasts stone

benchtops and two-tone cabinetry, complemented by modern stainless-steel appliances, gas stovetop and island

breakfast bar- Handy WC and laundry with yard access join flexi fourth robed bedroom on ground level- Three bedrooms

on upper level, inc. master with walk-in robe and two robed bedrooms- Ensuite and full family bathroom complementary

in design, with bath, shower and separate WC to main- Additional features inc. split-system AC in open-plan and double

garage with internal accessDisclaimer: We have obtained this property information from sources we believe to be

reliable; however, we cannot guarantee its accuracy. Prospective buyers are advised to carry out their own investigations.


